
...LOVE to hike, forage, hunt, fish or 
camp in Indiana’s wildest places?

...BELIEVE that older forests have  
a majesty worth preserving?

...SUPPORT ecological study  
in our forests?

...AGREE that Indiana’s urban forests 
should be preserved?

...WANT to join IFA’s statewide  
network of forest defenders?

“My family would like very much  
to leave this world FORESTED for  

future generations!”  
– Gretchen L., Nashville, Ind.

“The forest means so much to 
me because I feel serene and safe 

when I am here.” 
– Joan S., Poland, Ind.

“I’m a trail runner and have seen 
the results of logging in my 

‘backyard’ of Yellowwood. We 
need to protect our lands more 
now than ever and need to start 

locally.”  
– Momi F., Bloomington, Ind. 

“Every remnant of old 
growth forest is priceless and 
irreplaceable – thank you for 

fighting to save this!”  
– Dustin S., Oakland, Ind.

“I’m so happy to see the 
excessive logging in state 

forest land getting some public 
attention. Up until now, I thought 

nobody else was concerned...
thank you, IFA.” 

– Jackie J., New Albany, Ind.
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Be inspired to take action on behalf  
of forests, wildlife & all Hoosiers.

Do You...



Our Projects

• Leading a coalition that averted the 
destruction of a pre-settlement forest in the 
heart of Indianapolis at Crown Hill Cemetery.

• Bringing 800 citizens to the state house –    
the largest-ever gathering of forest advocates 
at the state capitol.

• Organizing a campaign to stop logging 
in the Yellowwood Back Country Area that 
generated 5,000 comments to the Governor.

• Establishing five new coalitions in areas 
where Indiana’s state forests are threatened 
by commercial logging.

FORESTS ARE: 
• For wilderness recreation, for our enjoyment.    

As habitat for plants and animals. For cleaning  
our water and air and for sequestering carbon. 
For tourism. As places of solace and beauty. 

• Not only for timber. IFA advocates for a balance 
between logging in forests, and the many 
benefits of forests left standing.

• WILD INDIANA CAMPAIGN 
 Creating Wild Areas in portions of Indiana’s 

state forests off limits to logging  
 Imagine 13 areas within state forests, set aside 

for recreation in wild nature. IFA works diligently 
with lawmakers to advance this policy while 
watchdogging logging in state forests. 

 
• THE ECOBLITZ
 Documenting the biological diversity  

in our public forests
 IFA is conducting the first-ever comprehensive 

survey of flora/fauna on state and national 
forest land in Indiana, documenting 4000+ 
species in one older forest tract.

• “HIDDEN VALUES” REPORT
 Proposing alternatives to log-it-all policies 
 Can Indiana profit from leaving a portion of our 

state forests standing? Yes. This report explores 
these exciting possibilities.

• URBAN FOREST PRESERVATION
 Protecting forests in Indianapolis
 Indianapolis’ forests are on the chopping block. 

IFA is working to survey and preserve these 
remaining forests for the benefit of people  
and wildlife.

To preserve and restore 
Indiana’s native forest 
ecosystem for the  
enjoyment of all.

OUR MISSION:

...You!
Our 
Successes

$25: Individual Membership
$50: Household Membership
$100: Sustaining Membership
$250: Habitat Defender
$500: Deep Forest Protector
$1000: Ecosystem Preserver

READY TO 
BECOME 
AN IFA 
MEMBER?
Join online. 
Your membership is 
tax-deductible!


